
  

 
 

 

 

    

 

Sent per e-mail and mail to   

Kangmoon Park 

28-1 Jeongja-dong, A502 

Bundang-gu 

Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do 463-958 

Korea 

 

 

domainfo@domainfo.com 

baggang@chol.com 

 

 

 

Jonsered 23 June 2008 

 

 

 

CEASE AND DESIST LETTER 
 

As legal representative for Domaininfo I hereby inform of the following: 

 

Domaininfo has by registration acquired exclusive rights to the trademark Domaininfo.  

  

It appears from, NETWORK SOLUTIONS, LLC., that Kangmoon Park is the holder of the 

registration of the domain name doaminfo.com. It has come to Domaininfo’s knowledge that 

Kangmoon Park is using the domain name domainfo.com. 

 

The domain name domainfo.com is confusingly similar to the trademark Domaininfo. 

Kangmoon Park is thereby infringing on Domaininfo’s exclusive right as a trademark holder.  

 

It is obvious that Kangmoon Park does not have legitimate interests in respect of the domain 

name. The name domainfo is not actively connected to any specific information regarding 

business, services, products or company name on the website. There is no specific domain 

information in the website, as the website indicates, and there is no other information 

regarding the purpose with domainfo.com or why Kangmoon Park has registered the domain 

name. 

 

The fact that there no activity on the website leads to the conclusion that the only purpose 

Kangmoon Park has registered the domain name is to sell the domain name to an interested 

third party and thereby make a profit. We have good reasons to believe that Kangmoon Park 

has made a system out of registering domain names for selling purposes. Further, the usage of 

the e-mail address domainfo@domainfo.com is confusingly similar with Domaininfo’s e-mail 

address. This causes potential risk that Domaininfo’s clients who accidentally misspell 

domaininfo.com for domainfo.com will use the e-mail domainfo@domainfo.com when 

contacting Domaininfo. This causes commercial harm for Domaininfo. With the above stated 

it can be concluded that the domain name is thus registered and being used in bad faith.  



  

 
 

 

In accordance with the above stipulated, Kangmoon Park is hereby encouraged to 

immediately shut down domainfo.com. This shall be executed within a week from receiving 

this letter. Further, Kangmoon Park shall in writing confirm a transfer of the domain name 

domainfo.com to Domaininfo. Domaininfo will care for the owner transfer and expect 

cooperation from Kangmoon Park related to the execution of the transfer. 

 

Unless our representative with Dipcon AB has received written confirmation that Kangmoon 

Park agree to transfer domainfo.com to Domaininfo in accordance with the terms stipulated in 

this letter by 2 PM CET on July 7 2008, Domaininfo reserves the right to without further 

notice initiate legal proceedings against Kangmoon Park and/or initiate dispute resolution in 

accordance with the UDRP rules from ICANN, http://www.icann.org/udrp/udrp.htm. 

 

 

Regards 

 

Olivia Gorajewski 

Legal Department 

----------------------------------- 

Dipcon AB 

William Gibsons väg 1 

SE-433 76 Jonsered 

Sweden 

 

office: +46 31 7202030 

fax:    +46 31 7202039 

e-mail: olivia.gorajewski@dipcon.com 

 

 

 


